Before the Lords' Committee. (By Our Special Commissioner.) iT Has teen a matter of some difficulty to determine the best "way of treating the proceedings before the ?Lords' Committee so as to mate them easily understood those they most concern. It is manifestly impossible to report verbatim voluminous evidence occupying from three to four columns of the Times newspaper, besides, the quality of the evidence depends not only ^pon the witness but also to an extent upon the period at which he is examined. Much evidence must necessarily be tendered and many details given which would he altogether out of place in our columns. On the other hand much has already been given which deeply concerns not only the welfare but the very existence of the institutions mentioned, which has so far found 110 place in the columns of the press. In these circumstances we have determined to undertake the labour^ of condensing each witness's evidence by eliminating everything which is not material, and to assist the reader by classifying every important point. " 
